
 

HIGH EXPLOSIVE JAZZ DANCE SHOW! 



 

The convergence of the East and the West 

in dance – Russian classical dance school 

and Chinese exotic and exquisiteness – 

that's what makes FLEXX BALLET.  

While modern, FLEXX also brings traditions 

that protected masters of dance for 

centuries to the stage, becoming a unique 

phenomenon, which is impossible to get 

used to.  

It ignites the most sincere admiration and 

moves you to see more and more of it. 

The show is vivid, provocative, almost 

defiant, unparalleled beauty of dance in the 

endless play of light – is at the same time a 

triumph of classics nostalgic of high art.  

Every appearance of FLEXX BALLET on stage 

is a mesmerizing spectacle astonishing with 

its absolute clarity and beauty.  

Bringing the art of extraordinary dance 

combining two ancient cultures about the 

stage was only possible for a world-class 

international team. And the artists of FLEXX 

BALLET troupe are one. 

No, it was not by accident that this ballet 

earned international recognition! 

 



 

Best dancers, those Producers hand-picked  

in China, Europe and of course Russia, fused 

their craft, ethnic features of various dance 

schools, personal temperaments and energy 

into one indivisible whole and created an 

integral performance having most powerful 

perceptual effect. 

 

Their performance is more of a sophisticated 

music-choreography-light show than just 

dance. 

 

They – amazing dancers that suddenly 

appear on stage out of thin air, instantly 

bewitching the audience with their skill, their 

spell lasting all the way until the end of the 

two-hour performance – are simply perfect. 

FLEXX BALLET is swiftly gaining popularity. 

Everyone knows them in China: fame came 

to them instantly after they performed 

together with the most celebrated Chinese, 

the winner of the show Voice of China. 

 

Their performance aired in prime time on 

central television all over the immense 

country neighboring Russia. 

 

When Ballet tours around China they 

invariably play to the full house, because true 

art knows of no borders and recognition by 

the audience does not depend on dancers’ 

nationalities. 

 

That is of course if they are true stars. 
 



 

The trying times today – economy crisis that is bringing about unavoidable changes –  

do separate the wheat from the chaff better than anything else. 

Some vanish in oblivion, but the best and the brightest, unforgettable, most talented help inspire  

the audience to enjoy life, create, accept challenges and triumph. 

      

https://youtu.be/31egcXou6Js
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2qmTKc_rIxA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vP_IkARLN3c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PDKNBTr2BWk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nnRNeJ2Kt1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WjvpsgqZG1c


 

THE SHOW  ELEMENTS 

Vivid,  penetrating, mesmerizing. FLEXX BALLET’s ELEMENTS is a show you need to see. Incredible plasticity of the dancers, the 

dynamism of their movements, authentic human emotions expressed in dance: passion, ardor, obsession, attraction, tenderness, 

trepidation, love. Add the latest and up-to-the-minute lighting solutions and most sophisticated special effects to the mix and you will 

get a unique show where music, light and movement become one indivisible whole. 

FLEXX’s ELEMENTS is conceptually and technologically a new unique kind of performance that has no analogues in Russia. Every 

number is a mini-show, and all of them in the end come together into one unified whole, demonstrating masculine brutality that 

yields to nothing but love, and feminine grace governed by sensuality.  

A unique lighting conception utilizing the latest achievements in the field of world-class stage lighting – from LED technologies to 

pyrotechnics – creates a very special atmosphere. Lighting solutions are skillfully weaved into the story, complementing, setting off 

and, where necessary, emphasizing and underlining the key figures of dance.  

Tailored to fit the width of stage, LED-screen backdrops complete the fantastic picture unfolding before the viewer's eyes. 



 

The show is also a unique combination of musical solutions, where one theme seamlessly evolves into the next. It is based on many 

familiar hits that receive fresh interpretation from the dancers and thanks to that are perceived from  

a different new angle by the enraptured audience. The concept of diversity of musical themes allows to include  

all the genre known in the realm of dance into the show. 

Further shows like REVOLUTION,  IMAGERY,  and new show FANATICA continues mesmerizing style of the ballet  

and these choreograph and founder Pavil Mychko.  

International & EU Booking : info@julia-entertainment.com 

Booking Agency Worldwide by Renaissance  

& Teatro sul Lago Group P.O.Box 4415 - 6904 Lugano – Switzerland  

CH: +41 78 707 74 88 

I: +39 348 712 01 49 

RU: +7 926 735 24 40 

www.julia-entertainment.com 

www.teatrosullago.net 

 

 

https://e.mail.ru/compose?To=info@julia%2dentertainment.com
http://www.apmanagement.ch/
http://www.teatrosullago.net/

